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WHS: Odotustila
State of Waiting – Waiting Room
A modern city dweller uses on an average two weeks of his life just waiting for traffic
lights to change.

Composition of performance: Ville Walo, Kalle Nio and Anne Jämsä
Performers: Ville Walo and Kalle Nio
Coreography: Ville Walo, Kalle Nio and Katarina McAlester
Assistance in directing: Katarina McAlester, Micke Rejström
Costumes and sets: Anne Jämsä
Light design: Marianne Lagus
Cinematography and editing: Matias Boettge and Kalle Nio

Co-production: WHS, Kiasma Theatre, Arts Council of Finland, The Cultural and
Library Committee of the City of Helsinki

Premiere: 2003 Helsinki, Finland
Music:
Brothom States: Mdrmx
Ran Blake: Nica’s Dream
Flanger: Bosco’s Disposable Driver
Jan Jelinek: They, Them
Múm: On the Old Mountain Radio
Murcof: Unison
Kimmo Pohjonen: Kalmukki and Emboli
Schlammpeitziger: Verhörspielquäkerseat
Susumu Yokota: Circular

WHS:

ODOTUSTILA
Juggler Ville Walo and magician Kalle Nio combine in their modern circus piece
the old circus disciplines of juggling and magic, in very inventive forms, to
video projection. The title Odotustila in Finnish stands for a waiting room or a
state of waiting or expecting.
New circus is close to dance and theatre. Odotustila is about two men sitting on a
bench of a waiting room of a station. Impatient, slow, intense, frustrated waiting
turns into physical movement. In a public space the one who waits is at the same
time the target of observation and the observer. The large group of people hides one
inside it, but at the same time perceives, distinguishes, makes the one who waits
feel his loneliness. The station is a centre of encountering, coincidences, chance, a
sort of an intersection of different routes. The stage is a combination of both the
waiting room and at the same time a film machinery that manipulates time up in the
clock tower of the station. In the performance the illusions of magic and the physical
movement of jugglery unite with video image. They form a continuous narrative
whole, that is far from unambiguous or everyday reality. The movement of the
objects, the images and the dance-like plasticity link through similar forms and
subject. The mute, music accompanied theatre is intensive and dreamy.
In Odotustila the circus is not a comic sideshow, but the most important language of
the whole performance. And yet there is a lot of ambivalent humour originating from
absurd situations. Aesthetic, dreamy circus depicts states of mind behind the
everyday situations. The surrounding world is seen through the distortions and
illusions produced by the reflections in the individual’s brain. In the entire
performance the beauty of mysterious coincidences and the dance-like language of
movement are emphasised.
Odotustila was first performed on the 26th of April 2003 in Kiasma Theatre, in
Finnish National Gallery, Helsinki, Finland.

WHS is a contemporary circus / visual theatre group from Finland,
formed by magician Kalle Nio, juggler Ville Walo and set & costume
designer Anne Jämsä.
The productions of the group have been the propelling force behind
the rapid rise to fame of Finnish contemporary circus in the past
decade. In the performances of the group circus has become a
modern, independent and constantly changing form of expression that
other arts, video in particular, complement. In the press the
performances have been called avant-garde also in the larger contexts
of theatre and art in general. The performances have been on the
sharp edge of the latest developments of theatre as well as circus.
The circus group has grown known for the artistic juggling of Walo
that subtly associates juggling with puppetry, and the scale of
expression of Nio that transforms visual arts into magic.

The group has taken their performances to more than 30 countries,
visiting nearly a hundred world- famous festivals, circuses, theatres
and puppet theatres around the globe: in Finland, Norway, Denmark,
Estonia, Latvia, Germany, Switzerland, Netherlands, Belgium,
Luxembourg, France, Portugal, Spain, Italy, Greece, Israel, Hungary,
Poland, Croatia, Serbia, Slovak and Czech Republics, Ukraine and
Russia as well as USA, Brazil, Colombia, Argentina, China, Macao,
Taiwan, South Korea and Japan.

Performances: Waloville (2002), Odotustila (Waiting Room / State of
Waiting, 2003), Katoamispiste (Vanishing Point, 2004), Keskusteluja
(Discussions, 2006), Puun syy (Wood Fibre/ Tree’s Fault 2008)
Rautakeuhko (Iron Lung 2009), Nopeussokeus (Speed Blindness /
Motion Blindness 2010), Mortimer (2010), Ydin (2011) and Double
Exposure (2012)

A review from Helsingin sanomat 04.05.2003:

A surreal waiting room
Odotustila. Performers Ville Walo and Kalle Nio, planning, coreography and
directing Walo, Nio, Anne Jämsä, Katarina McAlester and Micke Rejström, film
and video material Matias Boettge and Kalle Nio. Kiasma-theatre.

A large part of human life is spent waiting around. There are even
specific rooms and spaces built for waiting. And waiting is what
Odotustila, a contemporary circus performance in Kiasma-theatre, is
about. In the hands of magician Kalle Nio and juggler Ville Walo waiting
turns physical and becomes the maint point of the performance – instead
of being just a transition state.
The waiting room created by Walo and Nio is a surreal space, where
time gets manipulated, people walk backwards and trains dash forward
like bulls into the muleta of the magician. Killing time becomes a form of
art.
The approach seems indeed very playing. Ville Walo is an innovative
juggler, whose work is at its best pure dancing. He does not need showy
equipment. Three balls is enough, but they are used in an uncommonly
ingenious way making use of the floor and his whole body. At times it
feels as if the tricks were invented right there on the spot, killing time.
In Odotustila video footage is used in the funniest and most inventive
way I have ever seen in any Finnish performance. It forms a true living set
and an other space. The performers walk directly into the video image,
where the story continues without a gap – a bit in the style of Laterna
Magika from Prague.
The performance is indeed at its most victorious in the funny
transitions and intersections. On the video, in a bowling alley, a column
of clubs is knocked over, and at that very moment they drop on the stage
to become Walo’s juggling equipment.
Completely incredible is the scene, in wich three Ville Walos juggle
together. Two of them are video-Walos and one is real. The clubs fly
around material and immaterial so, that in the end it is impossible to tell
wich and who is real! Behind the illusion is a perfect timing.
Odotustila is a succesfull combination of the possibilities offered by
contemporary circus and technology, well suited for the Kiasma-theatre.
Ville Walo is one of the finest “artistic” jugglers I know and Kalle Nio, only
barely in his twenties, a sympathetic performer.

JUSSI TOSSAVAINEN

A review from Teatteri magazine 4/2003:

The unexpectedness of expecting in contemporary circus
by Tomi Purovaara
The development of tradtional circus from new circus to contemporary circus has
happened world wide in the course of the last thirty years – from the viewpoint of
Finland almost unnoticeably. Yet even here performances are being made, that are
closely linked to the general global development of circus art, that look for new ways
of expression and that comment the traditions – and they seem to get more
appreciation outside our country than here in Finland.
Two men are standing on the stage. They are holding two large white balls. On the
white surface of the balls two closed eyes are projected, eyelids and lashes blinking
slightly. When the audience has come in the eyes suddenly blink open. The video
projection that appears on the background shows Helsinki Railway Station. The eyes
move, exploring the station hall. The station is an empty space just as the theatre we
have just arrived to. The eyes on the balls could be ours, the spectators’ that are
watching the performance about the station. The scene offers the spectator a
conscious role: this space is Kiasma Theatre [of the Finnish National Gallery], this
performance is a work of art, the duty of the spectator is to find the signs and the
interpretation. A system of signs for watching contemporary circus is up till now
unexistant.
The eyes close. The balls are balloons, one of which the man slowly empties. The
ball and the scene shrink away. The room has been taken hold of, it is a waiting
room. The men are John Does, anonymous, of us. Odotustila repeats the aspirations
of contemporary circus to reach a total work of art. According to the hand-out
programme circus is the core of the performance, its narrative language. The
traditions of juggling and magic, the styles and history of video and film function as
its grammar. The recorded music is minimalistically hypnotic. In the combination of
an image and the movement of a live performer one might want to see the influence
of early 20th century avant garde. Juggler Ville Walo continues in his work of
challenging th traditions of the genre in an original style. Plastic, dance-like
movement is combined to the manipulation of circus props through a calm state of
presence. Surprises and threat can be seen in the being of magician Kalle Nio. The
tension between the two performers is enough to carry through the whole
performance, direct contact to the audience is not necessary.
A man (Ville Walo) sits on top of a retangle-shaped wooden box in the front part of
the stage. We feel our expectations towards the performer. He looks at us,
recognises the expectation and starts to play with time. To signify a game he takes
out a ball. Where as a waiter often moves his feet in a nervous manner just to do
something, he moves the white ball – and a pair of shoes that he has taken off his
feet. The shoes and the ball are travelling the routes that the man would already like
to be in. Time and space do not chain the movement that essentially is included both
in the shoes and the ball by definition. The static state of waiting collides with
movement, the scene shall live for long.
On the opposite side of waiting is the unexpected, just as on the opposite site of
reality there is illusion. The white ball denies its qualities in a scene by Kalle Nio as it
climbs upwards and refuses to fall. The ball – the icon of jugglery – meets with
magic. The ball is put under question, it is stripped of its old meanings. First it
molds like modelling clay and in the end turns into a t-shirt that the man puts on.
The scene deconstructs the strongest individual sign of jugglery.

The same happens when a bunch of clubs appear on the stage in an illusion
number in which Nio knocks over a bunch of bowling clubs seen in the video
projection with a ball that disappears into thin air. Afterwards video and reality blend
together when Walo passes clubs with at most six video reflections of himself. The
eyes of the spectator believe in the illusion, the gaze becomes a part of the juggling
pattern. What charms me in the performance is its self-confident approach to
tradition and modernity. Its irony is light and agile, the performers do not overemphasise, but dare to leave the discoveries and interpretations wholly to the
spectator.
A splendid scene about a man who bull fights with his long over coat takes the
spectator to the time of the Lumière brothers. The mediterranean wildness of Kimmo
Pohjonen’s music escorts a train to the station where our men are waiting for it. A
modern human being will not just wait for the train but challenges it, when it time
after time approaches like a bull or an image from the past. The ironic ending of the
scene nevertheless shows us our true state. The hem of the over coat gets stuck
under the man’s foot, the train-bull runs over him – and the spectator.
The last scene repeats the picture frames about the train we have just seen projected
on the man’s coat. But now the frame is empty, just like a border surrounding a
picture that is not there. A juggler moves the empty retangular frames in his hands.
We see his face trough them. The shape of the object has changed from a round ball
to angular, the rhythm no longer flows smoothly, but clatters towards the end. A film
projector starts to rattle forward an empty white film. The small pricks of dirt in the
16–millimeter film material sprinkle on the screens. The juggler exposed by the
bright white light slips through the frames over and over again – the illusion of the
framed picture and real-time reality get mixed.
The man over-run by the train stands on the front stage when a long tape of film
starts to flood down from the ceiling. There are now three picture frames in the
hands of the juggler, just as there were three trains raging forward towards us in the
last triptych of pictures. But now the frames stay empty. The film heaps on the floor.
The man takes one end of the film in his hand, slips it through a reel attached on the
wall. He begins to pull the film, so that it trails after him, and climbs out of sight.
The performance fades out, as its last image we see the man run over by the train
walking back in front of us. He is holding around his neck a miniature railway on
which a small electric train goes around in circles. The performance winds to its
ending, the waiting is over. The last form repeats the circle of the ball in the
beginning. The train stops. Lights fade out. The gaze of the spectator fades away in
the darkness.
The use of circus techniques links Odotustila to contemporary circus. But instead of
stopping at mere virtuosity, skill is deepened into a new, yet undefined language of
image and movement. What is left of the old arena is the elliptic form of the
performance and the vitality of the constantly turning motion. The research done by
Walo and Nio has resulted in an intelligent and emotional performance that leaves
the spectator eager to see a follow-up.
***
The writer has worked as a producer of new circus. He is preparing a pro gradu thesis on circus art at the
university of Helsinki in the department of theatre science.

Tribuna de Salamanca
26th of August 2004

”Odotustila”
Finnish company Ville Walo & Kalle Nio
Opening of the new stage of the old Cinema Madrid
The Finnish Company Ville Walo & Kalle Nio opened yesterday one of the new spaces
of the Festival, the old Cine Madrid, that was well adapted to the occasion with the
assembly of amphitheatre seats and a newly built stage. “Odotustila”, which was the
piece that the members of the group presented, pleased the public that enjoyed its
magnificent staging. The costumes, the music and the choreography were, without
doubt, another source of fascination in this piece that tells the story of two men that
encounter each other while seated in the waiting room of a station. With this context
as its starting point, the piece investigates impatience, the slow passing of time and
the frustration of waiting, going through the psychological movements of the
characters. During their stay in this public space, the protagonists are at the same
time observers and the ones observed. This way, the station is a place for
encounters, coincidences, a sort of intersection between different routes. The
intensity of the piece, which lacks not humour rising from absurd situations, is
strengthened by the continuous video projections and by the music.

Correio Braziliense
17th of July 2004
The Melancholic Face of the Modern Clown
While the public is taking their seats, two characters are at a standstill on the stage.
They are waiting for the train. These characters who don’t move a muscle resemble
Vladimir and Estragon in Waiting for Godot by Samuel Beckett. Translating into
Portuguese Odotustila means “waiting room or state” of “expectancy”.
Like in the classic of theater of the absurd, they amused themselves in order to kill
time. In the version of the two young illusionists, the existential idleness suggested
by “nothing to do” (the opening phrase of Beckett’s text) is depicted with actions.
The lonely urban characters use the tricks of magic and juggling as inventive
pastimes, without seeking applause, as if they were just two anonymous people in
the crowd. Waiting, in itself, without a tone of merriment or enthusiasm, exposes the
melancholic face of the clown. There is no pointless humor. The clowns of Walo and
Nio abandon banal jokes and, without aspiration, search for a more ample sense of
expectance.
The variety of clown’s entertainment presented by Planeta Circo festival gripped the
attention of Demetrius França, 23 years old, a student of psychology: “This kind of
humor is different, healthier. There are neither stereotypes nor prejudices. They
work on cause and effect.’ Socorro Souza, 51 years old, compares the show to other
performances in Planeta Circo. “I’ve seen Joaõ e o pé de feijaõ and Cabaré do
Planeta. They’re really different shows, but this one is the most interesting show
that I’ve ever seen“, he evaluates.
Odotustila came directly from Finland. The Centro Cultural Banco do Brasil was
extremely crowded at the first performance of the couple Ville Walo e Kalle Nio. At 9
p.m. there was a big line on the ramp that connects the theater to the ticket office.
The artists of Odotustila have come through the connections of the cultural agent
Ute Classen, a german woman who searches new talents of circus in Europe. In the
last edition of Planeta Circo, the agent introduced Once, one of the most praised
shows of the festival, by the Russian group called Derevo, that has rooted in
Germany.
The illusionism makes a success in Odotustila. Different surfaces of projection
redemension the 16mm films seen on stage. The dialog between image and reality
takes the lead in the magic of the spectacle. Sometime the characters come up on
the screen, sometimes on the stage: With special resources Walo multiples himself to
the point that he does juggling acts with his own clones. The public gives him a big
hand while he is performing. However, there are moments, when juggling acts are
excessive. Nio persists in working on white little balls although they have no
dramatic function in the setting of the performance.

Jornal do Brasil
15th of July 2004
Anguish and Impatience in a Circus Show
The performers of New Circus show the frustration of a person who waits for
something in CCBB
The festival Planeta Circo, whose circus tent was extremely crowded in the first week
of presentation, presents two of the best exponents of European New Circus to try
the limits of the magic of circus in Centro Cultural Banco do Brasil (CCBB). The Finns
Ville Walo and Kalle Nio will bring to stage, from today (15th of July) until Sunday, a
mixture of magic, video and juggling in their beautiful performance called
Odotustila.
In Finnish this word means a state of waiting. And about this abstract concept the
artists develop the 55 minutes of action. The show consists of two people in a
railway station, who show through exaggerated movements and circus techniques
the anguish, impatience and frustration of waiting. Exuberant in plasticity,
Odotustila mixes parts of drama and comedy in a way that is enjoyable also to an
adult audience. That was one of the reasons to transfer it from the circus tent into
the theater of CCBB. „We could say, that is a silent movie with sound effects. We
represent very abstract things and express ourselves through circus arts“, explains
sympathetic Ville Walo, 29 years old.
He has developed the New Circus techniques since 1991, melting theatrical qualities
and tap-dancing into numbers of illusionism. Kalle Nio, 22 years, is a magician – who
already has won diverse prices for his innovatory tricks – and a film maker. His
experience with cameras had influence on his decision to work on the video as a
main actor in the spectacle, so that it is more than simply a setting.
The experiments on Odotustila are not restricted to only the multimedia aspects.
When it comes to juggling, for example, Walo prefers to use squares and even shoes,
with a technique, that according to him, has never before been heard of. Meanwhile,
the forms of the empty stage distort because of different reflections and lightings.
„In traditional circus you have worked on the same thing for 20 years, and present it
on the stage in 7 minutes. We always do something different. And in New circus it’s
necessary that you don’t try to prove anything. I don’t need to do a double
somersault only to show that I can. For me the circus technique is important, but it
isn’t the most important thing in the spectacle“, defines the artist.
This week the Planeta Circo festival also presents Circo Piccolino group from Bahia.
The group will perform the show cenascotidianas@circ.pic, which is meant for an
audience of children. The festival ends next week with another international
attraction: the English company F/Z.

Karlsruhe
7th of July 2004

Ouest-France
29th of November 2004

La Libre Belgique
21st of November 2006

Contemporary Circus – REVIEW

Waiting for Odotustila
Between circus, video and magic, Odotustila is juggled
happiness. Playful and poetic.
To find a pearl like “Odotustila” in the long necklace of contemporary
circus productions is a little stroke of good luck that deserves to be
shared. Presented in Halles de Schaerbeek this Tuesday in the
program of “Halles for Children” and the International Young Public
Festival, this performance mixes strands of playfulness and poetic
expression for an hour that is coloured by a nostalgia that delights all
who love train stations. Place for all the hopes (and despairs), the
departures and arrivals, this place sets ones imagination free. The
Finns Ville Walo, Kalle Nio and Anne Jämsä have gone for it with happy
hearts in “Odotustila”, waiting in Finnish. After making a fortunate
stop in Tournai “Odotustila” arrives to Brussels. A good change for the
family to go breathe the airs of Nordic creation. There where killing
time becomes an art form, where people walk backwards and where
trains forge ahead like bulls. Mixing reality with virtual, past with
future, the acro-jugglers manipulate time for their own good. Passing
from waiting to movement or from stage to screen for a most bluffing
video game, they send us in their turn to travel, outside the trampled
paths. And at times one thinks one finds again the spirit of Laterna
Magika of Prague.
A juggler inspired by musical comedies and the artistic movements of
the beginning of 20th century like Bauhaus or modernism, Ville Walo
allies with magician Kalle Nio, gifted in mixing magic and juggling.
The duo forms a very particular ensemble and leaves in the memory
these balls lost in the station of Helsinki for a voyage in which one
becomes slightly different, nourished by the illusion of the magic and
the nostalgia of the waiting rooms, the famous “Odotustila”.
L.B.
Le Libre Belgique, 21st of November 2006

Stradda
Le Magazine de la Creation Hors les Murs
Number 02 of October 2006

Périgueux / Ville Walo et Kalle Nio

Odotustila
Ville Walo, the juggler, and Kalle Nio, the magian, are masters of
illusion, with or without balls, clubs or other objects. They are some of
the best jugglers in the world, notably for Jérôme Thomas under
whose direction they performed in Milkday. Very innovative at the time
of its creation, this performance, always very poetic, today bears the
marks of its time. Odotustila (waiting room in Finnish) multiplies the
spatial dimensions to allow interventions of a video projected on a wall
sliced in three superimposed sections, a device that permits objects as
well as the artists to pass from one reality to another. We therefore
find ourselves as much in a theatre in Périgueux as in the station of
Helsinki. The back and forth trips are so vertiginous, that, in Helsinki,
the film unrolls backwards! The balls pass from stage to screen, Kalle
Nio plays with six hands a piano melody, Ville Walo, accompanied by
electronic music, splits in two, three, six in an unlikely ballet of
exchanging clubs with himself.
Céline Jacq

Information 21. August 2007
CIRCUS PERFORMANCE

In and out of
fictive rooms
Fiction and reality mix together in the sparkling juggling performance
“Waiting Room”. The pastimes of urban life are told about in a magical
way trough multimedia

21. August 2007
By: METTE GARFIELD

How do they do it ?! That’s what one thinks over and over again when
watching the juggling and magic tricks of Ville Walo & Kalle Nio in the
performance Waiting Room. Shoes and clubs are thrown elegantly in
the air around the performers body – as if gravity didn’t exist – and a
railway glides adventurously around the other performers head. But
the most peculiar part is that they also walk in and out of fictive
rooms. First they are physically present on stage – then they walk with
great ease and confidence straight into the film that is being projected
on the screens further back on the stage.
Suddenly they are back in the physical reality, where they throw clubs
from the stage reality back into the fictional versions of themselves in
the film.
With precise rhythmic timing, understated humour and steel-steady
hands a story about waiting in modern cities is presented – about the
restless and promising time on the bench in the railway station. And in
Waiting Room it is spent with pastimes of the very highest class of
exclusive juggling.
It suits now the genre of new circus to mix itself with hip multimediaplay, with the illustrious borderlines between fiction and reality, as
well as sophisticated electronic music.

One more performance of the new circus genre is thus presented
under the New Circus Festival of Copenhagen International Theatre,
where there still are two performances in waiting.
Balloon eyes
The set of Waiting Room is simple. On boxes and the back wall we see
film clips of anonymous open spaces that play along in the story.
Before the illusionist Ville and the magician Kalle show their skills, a
creepy and comical intro is introduced with traits of alienating video
art à la Gary Hill.
Ville and Kalle stand each on their side of the scene with each their
own gigantic white balloon, on which a film of an eyelid is projected.
On the back wall of the stage fall black shadows of their figures, and
in this simple way exciting depths and dimensions are created in the
scenic image.
Suddenly the eyes on the balloons open. They are green and look
around in all directions in a bewildered way – as if they are already
looking for the clubs that are about to be thrown and conjured with in
the room. The gaze of the audience is thus also present fictively on
stage.
It may be hard to get the time to pass in a railway station, but in the
Waiting Room of Ville and Kalle time flies away – in and out of fictive
rooms.

Alt Om Aarhus

Beautiful circus innovation
"Odotustila / Waiting Room" is 60 delightful minutes with poetic
images, funny playfulness and surprising new circus.

New Circus

”Waiting Room” is Finnish – not French as one could expect, when we are
talking about new circus. The type of circus where tent fabric, wild animals
and small specialized achievement-focused numbers in a row without a
thematic connection are replaced by a thought-out performance totality that
mixes theatre, dance and acrobatics in an often poetic cocktail.
That the two co-workers in “Waiting Room”, juggler Ville Walo and magician
Kalle Nio don’t come from the south, but the north, certainly doesn’t do any
harm. Because they know their crafts and more to it. The performance is put
together in an enjoyably innovative manner, and it absorbs in a refreshing
and magical way the modern technology inside a new circus concept in the
form of a play with the film medium. Entertainingly and effortlessly the two
artists go in and out of the film that runs on screens in the background. As if
it was of the same matter that the stage’s reality is made of.
The cinematographic element is present right from the opening image, in
which two closed eyes are projected on two big white balloons that the
artists are holding in front of themselves. For a long time we see just the
closed eyes. The twitching in the corners and the apple of the eye
underneath that moves slowly. And then the eyelids spring open and two
stirring eyes can be seen. The eyes seek around. Up, down and to the sides.
Just as the balls and clubs with which we soon see the artists subtly filling
the time of waiting at the railway station, which is a frame for the show.

The candid and thoroughly tender tone, with which the two artists fill the
waiting time, is pricelessly beautiful. Velvety, simple and elegant. The two
Finns clearly cultivate the art of conjuring nuances and surprises out of
rather simple conditions. And the whole time playing with the material, the
space and our horizon of expectations stays in the centre.
Kalle Nio has the most magical and mobile fingers that I have ever seen.
From a little thumb-twiddling beginning they suddenly gallop in and out
between each other in an enchanted juggling play. He gets a little white ball
to move across both his body, shirt and film screen. Catches trains with his
fluttering coat. And towards the end he stands captured by a train and two
wagons that spin around and around with a fine little noise on a railway that
he comes in with, wearing it around his neck like an other kind of necklace
studded with rails.
Ville Walo supplements him grandly. He starts by juggling white balls. And
the great thing about it is that it’s not the technique, despite his skilfulness,
that we focus on, but instead the lines, rhythms and figures that he shapes
in the space. He dances just as much as he juggles. The two things glide in
and over each other with a beautiful rhythm and perfect timing. And often in
a subtle play with each other. For example with the cinematic copies of
himself in a nice scene, in which he in the end juggles with all together six
copies of himself, whilst the clubs of the film and the stage match,
supplement and chase each other.
So in this way a time of waiting, that none of us felt like we were in, suddenly
becomes 60 joyful minutes. That, by the way, also includes beautiful music
and handsome images that flourish together stylishly with the poetic magic
of the two artists. A performance that can be warmly recommended. Also for
children.
Af Kirsten Dahl
" Odotustila/Waiting Room"
With and by Ville Walo and Kalle Nio. Premiere in Koreografisk Center
Archauz (before GRAN) 4.9 at 8 PM. Also playing 5.9 at 5.30 PM and 8 PM.
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Magical circus worlds
”Cirq’ouleur”: On Saturday the first circus theatre festival ended in the
Flottmann-Hallen in Herne
Jennifer Kalischewski
Juggling not only with clubs, but with time and space: Ville Walo, here in the photo,
and his colleague Kalle Nio make the boundaries between appearance and reality
disappear by adding video projections to their performance. Photos: Gero Heim

Hiss, hiss, hiss – only the low repetitive sound of the spinning diabolos
can be heard. The spectators in the Flottmann-Hallen theatre space are
quiet as mice. Under the dim lights the swiss duet Tr’espace stands on
the stage. The artists Petronella v. Zerboni and Roman Müller present
their diabolo number “Duet Tr’espace”.
Their presentation is the first of the two impressive performances
that could be seen in the Flottmann-Hallen on Saturday. After the
Swiss duet ended, the Finns Ville Walo and Kalle Nio presented their
show “Odotustila – Waiting Room”. With this double performance the
first International Festival for Circus Theatre “Circ’ouleur” ended.
[…]

Time – space – juggling
After a short pause and moving over to the other theatre hall of the
Flottmann-Hallen, the evening continues with the performance
“Odotustila” by Ville Walo and Kalle Nio. Odotustila is the Finnish word
for waiting room – and this is exactly where the two artists take their
audience: in the waiting room of a railway station.
They are letting video projections flow into their juggling
performance. The images are showing us railway station halls, moving
trains, eyes that are watching all that occurs in the station.
They juggle with balls and shoes, present an unbelievable play of
fingers. The film images find their projection surfaces. A trunk, a coat,
big balloons – everything can turn into a screen.
The fascination of their show is not caused solely by the juggling
with balls, clubs or rectangles. Walo and Nio juggle with time and
space. They let the borders between appearance and reality disappear,
blending together that which is only projected on the screen with that
which exists on the stage. The juggling show becomes a conjuring
performance full of magic and illusion.
The Festival – German premiere
Contemporary circus is nothing new in the Flottmann-Hallen. But this festival is the
first of its kind – not only in Herne, but in all of Germany. In the framework of
Ruhr2010 artists from Spain, Finland, Belgium, Germany and Switzerland present the
different aspects of circus theatre.

Odotustila 2003-2010
Past performance examples :
2012
Motréal Complètement Cirque, Montréal,
Canada
Stadttheater Schaffhausen, Schaffhausen,
Switzerland
Milyang Theatre Village, Milyang, Korea
Geojae Arts Center, Geojae, Korea
NH Art Hall, Seoul, Korea

2007
Unidram Festival, Potsdam, Germany
Århus Festival, Århus, Denmark
Noorderzon, Groningen, Netherlands
KIT, Copenhagen, Denmark
Special event, Riga, Latvia
Humorologie, Kortrijk, Belgium
Cibulak Festival, Pezinok, Slovak Republic

2011
Altstadtherbst , Düsseldorf, Germany
Cirkul’art – festival nového cirkusu,
Bratislava, Slovakia
La Méridienne, Théâtre de Lunéville, France

2006
Abbaye de Neumünster, Luxembourg
La Condition Publique, Roubaix, France
Les Halles, Schaerbeek, Belgium
Rabo Theater, Hengelo, Holland
Mimorial, Kolin, Czech Republic
Vila do Conde, Portugal
Mimos Festival, Perigueux, France
Trapezi-Reus, Catalonia, Spain

2010
Festival Cirq’ouleur, Herne, Germany
Festival ANIMO, Kwidzyn, Poland
Shanghai World Expo, Shanghai, China
Chuncheon Mime Festival, Chuncheon, South
Korea
Macau Arts Festival, Macao
Festival Polo Circo, Buenos Aires, Argentina
Espace Jacques Prévert, Aulnay sous Bois,
France
Festival Nez Rouge, Saint-Orens de Gameville,
France
2009
Fliegende Bauten, Hamburg, Germany
Festival Internacional de Teatro de Bonecos,
Belo Horizonte, MG, Brazil
Th. Jean Vilar, St Quentin, France
Espace Jean Legendre, Compiègne, France
Forum de Blanc Mesnil, France
Centre Culturel de Ramonville, France
Espace Jeliote, Oloron st Marie, France
2008
Teatro della Tosse, Genova, Italy
Cavallerizza Reale, Torino, Italy
Institut Finlandais, Paris, France
Lieu Unique, Nantes, France

2005
Cine-Teatro Joaquim D'Almeida, Montijo,
Portugal
Casa das artes de Famalicao, V.N. Famalicao,
Portugal
Centro Cultural Vila Flor, Guimaraes, Portugal
Teatro Virginia, Torres Novas, Portugal
Auditorio Fernando Lopes-Graca, Almada,
Portugal
Cine Teatro de Alcobaca, Alcobaca, Portugal
Festival Novog Cirkusa, Zagreb, Croatia
Flow 05, Helsinki, Finland
2004
Feria de Teatro de Castilla y Leon, Spain
La Piazza, Augsburg, Germany
Planeta Circo, Brasilia, Brazil
Kulturzentrum Tollhaus, Karlsruhe, Germany
Huima Festival, Helsinki, Finland
2003
Premiere, Kiasma Theatre, Helsinki, Finland

Technical Rider

ODOTUSTILA
STAFF ON TOUR

Two actors – 2 technicians – 1 manager

STAGE

Dimensions required
The minimum dimensions of stage are:
Height: 4,5 meters minimum to light rig
Width: 8 meters (10 meters from wall to wall)
Depth: 9 meters
No more than 1% tilt of floor
Stage masking
- Black curtain(s) to cover the back wall (or a black back wall)
- 2 black curtain legs between projection screens (projection screens provided by
the company)
- black side curtain legs, to mask the offstage areas from the audience view
- preferably a black floor
- black dance carpets if the floor surface is not very smooth, (carpets preferably
not lengthwise but horizontally arranged)
- preferably a front curtain
The stage must be able to be darkened completely.
The audience can not be very wide compared to the depth of the stage.
(Maximum width of audience is approximately 1,5 times the depth of stage.)
The projection will come from the centre of front-stage. There are two projectors,
one video projector and another 16mm film projector. The projectors are 50-80
cm high, measured from the level of the stage floor (consider the possibility of
partial prevention of stage visibility to some of the front audience seats).
[- If the depth of the stage is smaller than 9 meters, the positioning of the
projectors will have to be on the audience side, approximately 9 m from the back
wall of the stage.
- If the stage floor level is above the audience, and the stage depth is below 9 m,
we need a box or a table of the same height as the stage to be placed under the
projectors.]
- intercom between stage left wing and lighting board

SET

3 projection screens supplied by the company, suspended.
- 12 stage weights for the screens (not bigger than 20 x 15 x 10 cm)

The set is composed of various accessories (film reels, 16mm projector, wooden
boxes etc.), some are suspended.
- 1 roll (25 m) of black gaffer tape (width 5 cm)
- 1 roll (10 m) of thin white tape (paper or plastic)
- 1 chair, light-weight & firm

PROJECTORS

Video projector will be supplied by the company. Projector will be placed on the
floor at the front-stage.
One 16mm film projector, if available. (Otherwise the company will supply a
lightweight mini-projector.) The 16mm projector will be placed on the floor at the
front-stage, and controlled with on-off electricity switch in stage left wing
- Direct electricity for projectors and shutter to downstage centre (2 schuko
sockets), and another circuit to downstage centre trough an on/off switch in stage
left wing (1 schuko socket).
- Direct electricity for video players, video mixer and computer to stage left wing
(5 schuko sockets).

LIGHTING
Lights:

- DMX lighting control board with cues and crossfade function.
- 42 ch (min. a´2kW)
DMX:
- A 5pin DMX feed from front of house to downstage centre (for a shutter of video
projector.)
- Control (light control desk) in FOH, 5pin DMX input and 3 electrical feeds
Lights preferably pre-hung and patched before company’s arrival.
Lanterns:
27 x Profile 1kW (with shutters)
7 of them 50degrees
20 of them 36 degrees
6 x Fresnel 2kW (with barn doors)
11 x Fresnel 1kW (with barn doors)
2 x Par64 CP60
5 x Pinspot (PAR36 VNSP)
Working light:

Blue small working lights behind projection screens, and on the stage left behind
a curtain.

SOUND SYSTEM

- Sound system must be supplied by the theatre
- Sound Desk with 6 input channels
- 2 DI-boxes (2 supplied by company, totally 4 DI-boxes)
- Specific cables to plug each DI-box (video player) output into line inputs of the
desk. The video player will be placed on the stage left behind a curtain.
PA: about 2x1kw per 300 people
- Sufficient stage monitoring
- one microphone stand (no microphone)

DRESSING ROOMS

-1 dressing room with shower and 2 towels (near the place of performance,
heated if necessary, well lit, lockable or guarded, with chairs, a mirror, a WC)
-iron and ironing board for clothes
-hangers for clothes (10)
-Bottles of water
-catering: fruits, fruit juice, sandwiches (vegetarian) for 4 persons…

ACCOMMODATION

Accommodation and board for 5 people on the days of set up and performance
- 5 hotel rooms: 5 single rooms, min. 2 stars

TECNICAL STAFF

Set up takes approximately 10 hours and requires :
- 2 lighting technician (3 if light has not been prepared before we arrive)
- 1 sound technician
During the show
- 1 sound technician
- Enough people to check the tickets and let in the audience, preferably in
less than 12 minutes
Duration of show: 55 minutes
If anything needs to be clarified or any questions appear, please do not hesitate
to contact us.

Technical contact:
technic@w-h-s.fi

Ville Walo & Kalle Nio: Odotustila

Music list
(for author’s rights payment)

Artist

Record

Song

Duration

Susumu Yokota

Magic thread

Circular

5:45

Kimmo Pohjonen

Kielo

Kalmukki

3:06

Kimmo Pohjonen

Kielo

Emboli

40 sec

Schlammpeitziger
(Jo Zimmermann)

Collected Simplesongs
of my temporary past

Verhörspielquäkerseat

3:10

Flanger
(Friedman/Schmidt)

Midnight Sound

Bosco´s Disposable
Driver

3:30

Jan Jelinek

Loopfinding Jazz
Records

They, Them

6:22

Ran Blake
(Horace Silver)

Wire Tapper

Nica´s Dream

2:00

Múm

Please smile my noise
bleed

On the old mountain
radio

2:00

Brothom States

Claro

Mdrmx

4:00

Murcof

Martes

Unison

4:50

